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We can help.

>

AND DETECT

TO ENSURE

LET US HELP YOU to optimize therapy delivery
for the right patients 

any signal of efficacy 
within the right safety margins 

optimal value proposition
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We know that the respiratory field 
is very resource intensive and not 
well understood but, in the end, it 
is all about the patient. With one 
person dying every minute from a 
respiratory condition, patients with 
pulmonary diseases deserve better, 
faster and less costly treatments. 

At FLUIDDA, we are leading the way. 
Our aim is to optimize treatment 
pathways, reduce healthcare costs, 
bring therapies to the market faster 
and move toward value-based 
healthcare. FLUIDDA’s clinically 
proven FRI (Functional Respiratory 
Imaging) solutions provide the 
industry with the most sensitive 
respiratory biomarker tool and a 
never seen before optimization of 
the therapy development pathway. 

Through the combination of our 
expertise with our technology, we 
will help in optimizing therapy and 
ensure that it reaches the right 
patient population. We will detect 
any efficacy or effectiveness signal in 
any population, ensuring substantial 
savings in time and resources. 

FLUIDDA’s goal is to 
help the respiratory 
field in its mission 
of better treatment’

‘

www.FLUIDDA.com



Functional Respiratory Imaging

FRI
Functional Respiratory Imaging (FRI) is a clinically 
meaningful and non-invasive measurement of the 
patient-specific respiratory system. A set of distinct 
biomarkers analyzes exposure, structure and function 
of the lungs and airways in any respiratory disease.

The usage of FRI biomarkers as endpoints in therapy 
development is scalable and easy to implement:
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1 The process starts with the acquisition of low dose, 
high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) 
scans of the patient’s thorax

Measurements are performed on the segmented 
3-dimensional geometries from these scans

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is used 
to quantify airflow and exposure to inhaled particles 
 

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) – FRI as prognostic 
biomarker in clinical trials to evaluate disease stage 
and progression, biological response to therapeutic 
intervention, provide quantifiable predictions 
about drug performance, and contribute to clinical 
development decisions  (Letter of Support, June 2016)

Bioequivalence studies – FRI as 
pharmacodynamic/response (PD/R) 
biomarkers (Letter of Support, January 2018)

> 

> 

The FDA encourages the use of FRI in:

>

Image acquisition1 Structure segmentation2 Flow simulation3
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FRI BIOMARKERS >
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>> At FLUIDDA, we strive to continuously 
increase our knowledge, to continuously 
improve our imaging biomarkers, and 
to continuously innovate. In doing 
so, we aim to provide the respiratory 
field (drug developers, medical device 
developers, researchers, clinicians) 
with the most meaningful, quantitative 
and efficient FRI solutions.

FLUIDDA is very conscious of the potential 
harm that exposure to high radiation 
doses can cause when patients undergo 
CT scans. Therefore, we take every 
precaution to minimize radiation exposure 
for each subject through tailored and 
qualitative scanning protocols, smart trial 
designs, strict scanner quality checks, and 
trainings at the scanning sites. We strongly 
support CT scanner innovations to limit 
doses even further. Currently, one FRI CT 
scan results in maximum 1.8 mSv, which is 
less than half a year of normal background 
dose. In some cases, radiation levels down 
to 0.1 mSv for 1 FRI scan can be achieved. 

We are always available if you wish to 
receive more information regarding 
radiation dosage and FRI.

OUR RESPONSIBILITY >
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BETTER TECHNOLOGY, 
IMPROVED RESULTS >
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USE FRI FOR >

DELIVERY 
OPTIMIZATION

Take control of your drug delivery 
processes by efficiently evaluating 
every aerosol deposition scenario, 
and simulating reality.

A STATE-OF-THE-ART  
TECHNOLOGY TO 
QUANTIFY DEPOSITION 
REGIONALLY, ACCELERATE 
THERAPY ANALYSIS, AND 
VISUALIZE THE LUNGS 
REALISTICALLY.’

‘

DISEASE 
CHARACTERIZATION & 
THERAPY ANALYSIS02
Describe your patients’ lungs 
comprehensively. Characterize disease 
progression accurately. Analyze and 
monitor treatment or therapy efficiency in 
a fast and cost-beneficial way. Allow our 
state-of-the-art approach to bring your 
clinical trials into the twenty-first century.

SCIENTIFIC 
VISUALISATION

Put meaningful data with attractive visuals 
at the centre of your communication and 
use actual scientific patient data that is 
intuitive to all of your stakeholders.

>
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PROUD TO HAVE COLLABORATED WITH >

ENGAGING CLINICAL SITES WORLDWIDE >
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Europe

Groeningenlei 132
2550 Kontich

Antwerp
Belgium

Medical Imaging Research Corporation
Avenida da Igreja 42, 6th Floor

1700-239 Lisbon
Portugal

info@FLUIDDA.com
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